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CHAPTER V

CLOSURE

Closure is the fifth chapter in this thesis. This chapter presents the summary of

conclusions and suggestion dealing with the research finding of the research and the

research questions on chapter one. The conclusions come from the findings that have

been discussed in the previous chapter. Based on these conclusions, there are some

suggestions that are expectation that aims to contribute the using of topic sentence.

A. Conclusion

A topic sentence is claimed to be the most important sentencein a

paragraph, stating the main idea of the whole paragraph and controlling the

paragraph development. The importance of topic sentence is to guide the writer

for writing the limitation explanation on paragraph and for the reader is to make

sure they remember the main idea while reading the paragraph.

After analyzing all the data of topic sentence in thesis background of

study, the researcher make some conclusion by answering the research question,

as in the following:

1. The use of topic sentence in background of study thesis

Base on the research, the researcher conclude there are 358

paragraphs on twenty five thesis. From those 358 paragraphs there are
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only 232 (64, 80 %) paragraphs that have topic sentence as main idea

on those thesis

2. The type of paragraph based on placement of topic sentence

Base on the research, the researcher conclude there are 2

paragraphs based on placement of topic sentence. Deductive Paragraph

and Inductive Paragraph

B. Suggestion

Based on the findings of the research, the researcher would like to propose a

suggestion. This suggestion is necessary for the relevant people, they are:

1. For the students

The researcher suggests the writers to always applying the topic

sentence in a paragraph as well as good topic sentence in their thesis. The

writers should write at least 2 sentences in a paragraph and make sure reader

are easy to find the topic sentence.

2. For lecturer

The teacher needs to care of the writers which have lowest writing

skill  because they have right to have better writing in order to make their

thesis will be perfect to read by other people

3. For the next researcher

The researcher hoped for the next researchers investigates the writers

which have difficulties in writing an effective paragraph in their thesis. The

next researcher might be better if they describe bravely about the writers’
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problem in writing an effective paragraph in their thesis. It will be useful

because it will make their thesis will be perfect.

4. For English Department

The researcher hoped English Department can attend a workshop

about writing good thesis, from this workshop the writers will training how to

write topic sentence and convince them that writing academic will important

when they writing a thesis.


